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Abstract

In this work, we use a multi-scale experimental and modelling approach to address fundamental,
unanswered questions relating pore-scale fluid dynamics and their upscaled, continuum representation
in subsurface multiphase flow. We utilise core flooding experiments with micro X-Ray CT imaging
to analyse the role of representative elementary volumes (REVs), hysteresis and heterogeneity
in multiphase flow in two distinct water-wetting Bentheimer sandstone samples. Experimental
observations resolve the pore space at 6µm across a field of view up to 12 × 12 × 65mm with
simultaneous measurements of differential pressure during fluid flow. The REV for both porosity
and capillary pressure is approximately 2mm for both samples. In contrast, due to capillary pressure
heterogeneities, the REV for saturation exceeds 8mm, the largest scale investigated. Predictions
of fluid connectivity and hysteresis during imbibition using the Land trapping model are validated;
fluid connectivity can be used to predict imbibition flow properties in homogenous media. However,
fluid connectivity is also influenced by heterogeneities at scales larger than the REV. Both pore- and
continuum-scale fluid connectivity must be accounted for in models of upscaled flow properties. The
complex interplay of pore accessibility, availability and snap-off in heterogeneous media plays a
crucial role in controlling connectivity and trapping at the continuum scale. We develop a hysteretic,
3D numerical model with REV scale heterogeneities, which is largely able to predict the impacts
of these multi-modal heterogeneities in low capillary number multiphase flow. The experimental
dataset herein provides an excellent benchmark for future development of continuum scale modelling
frameworks.

1 Introduction

In order to tractably model large scale subsurface fluid flow, the porous rock-fluid system is treated as a continuum [1].
The prevailing continuum framework makes use of Darcy’s law, and defines macroscopic properties - porosity,
permeability, saturation, capillary pressure, relative permeability and trapping, which defines hysteresis in the properties.
These properties represent the aggregate behaviour of fluids moving through a capillary network formed by the
pores and fractures of the rock strata. The approach underpins commercial oil and gas production [2], groundwater
management [3], the cleanup of subsurface contaminants radioactive waste and NAPL [4, 5], and the large scale
mitigation of climate change through subsurface CO2 storage [6].
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With respect to two phase fluid flow, there remain a number of outstanding questions about the relationship between
the fluid dynamics within the pores of the rocks and their upscaled, continuum scale, manifestation. The continuum
approach relies on the concept of a representative elementary volume, or REV. While the REV for porosity and
permeability has been exhaustively studied (see for example [7–10]), the REV for multiphase flow properties, relative
permeability and capillary pressure is not understood [11]. Similarly, pore-scale fluid morphology has long been invoked
as the underlying cause for hysteresis in continuum properties of relative permeability and capillary pressure [12–15].
One of the earliest and most widely used trapping models, the Land model, correlates hysteresis with the fraction of
fluid phase that is connected vs. isolated as residually trapped ganglia within the pores [12]. While the model fits
well to observations in cm-scale rock cores, the validity of its pore-scale conceptual picture is undetermined. Finally,
the continuum properties of rock systems are typically measured on rock cores of length scale 10 cm - 1m. However,
heterogeneity in continuum properties at scales even smaller than the rock cores can, and perhaps usually do, place
leading order controls on flow with field scale manifestations [16–22]. There is no consensus on the extent to which
heterogeneity in multiphase flow properties at these small scales must be accounted for in upscaled models.

The major obstacle to answering these questions has been in the difficulty in observing small scale fluid displacement
and distribution in rocks simultaneous with the measurement of continuum scale properties. Even with the recent
availability of laboratory and synchrotron X-ray CT direct links between pore-scale fluid properties and their continuum
manifestations are challenging [23]. They require a combination of imagery at a spatial resolution of micrometres
simultaneous with measurements across samples of cm-scale dimensions. There are direct trade-offs inherent in the
physics of X-ray CT between field of view and spatial resolution. As a result, few studies have measured pore-scale
properties simultaneous with, e.g., relative permeability. Notably [24, 25] have measured relative permeability and
capillary pressure simultaneous with a resolution of the pore-scale fluid distribution, demonstrating the potential of this
approach.

In this work, we address the challenges in linking pore-scale fluid dynamics with their continuum manifestations with
a multi-scale experimental and modelling approach. We perform steady-state drainage and imbibition core flooding
experiments in two distinct, cm-scale Bentheimer cores with detailed X-Ray CT imaging and simultaneous differential
pressure measurements. We use a homogeneous and a layered heterogeneous Bentheimer sandstone core to study,
and decouple the impacts of REV, hysteresis and heterogeneity in multiphase flow. The sample size is optimised
to allow micron level micro-CT imaging across hundreds of REVs. The interfaces between fluid phases and their
connectivity through individual pores can be resolved, whilst allowing the determination of continuum scale multiphase
flow properties - relative permeability, capillary pressure and trapping. Imaging methods, analysis and modelling from
both pore and continuum scales are applied simultaneously on the same core, allowing the inclusion of complimentary
information.

The experimental data is used to develop hysteretic, 3D continuum scale numerical models of the homogeneous and
heterogeneous Bentheimer sandstone samples. We make use of the high resolution imagery and differential pressure
measurements in the experiments to evaluate some of the base assumptions in the conceptual picture underpinning of
these continuum models, evaluating (1) the representative elementary volume for single and multiphase flow properties,
(2) the relationship between hysteresis and connected fluid phase saturations (3) the link between heterogeneity in
capillary pressure characteristics and the impact on average flow, and flow properties, across the scales at which
measurements would typically be obtained. In this way, the continuum scale models are directly validated and compared
with pore- and continuum-scale information in a multi-scale analysis.

In the following, we first outline the experimental methods used to obtain the observations. Subsequently we present
the theoretical and numerical modelling framework used in the study. Experimental results are then discussed followed
by numerical modelling, directly evaluating the key points above.

2 Experimental methods

2.1 Core flooding

We perform steady-state core flooding experiments with micro-CT imaging on two Bentheimer sandstone cores of
diameter 12.35mm (cored with a 12.7mm, 1/2” drill bit), and length 73.2mm and 64.7mm, with core-averged porosities
of 0.203 and 0.223 respectively. The shallow-marine Bentheimer sandstone typically consists of around 95% quartz
with minor feldspar and clay and has a well-sorted grain size distribution [26].

Typical core samples used for multiphase flow experiments are shown in Figure 1a, with the cm-scale core used in this
experimental campaign shown in the centre. Millimetre-scale cores are typically used for pore-scale flow experiments,
since they allow detailed micro-CT imaging at resolutions of 1-4 microns [27, 28], imaging volumes typically around
1-100mm3. For Bentheimer sandstones, the representative elementary volumes (REV) for porosity is typically between
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Figure 1: (a) Typical X-Ray CT-Core flooding samples sizes (Bentheime cores). The smallest mm-scale cores typically
have diameters of 4-6mm. The largest macro cores typically have diameters of 35-65mm. The cm-scale core (middle)
has dimensions in between that allow pore-scale imaging (i.e. O(µm) resolution) across continuum scales (i.e. several
REVs). (b) Raw, unfiltered Micro-CT image of the dry meso core from (a), showing raw and segmented zoomed in
regions on the top and bottom respectively.

1 and 60 mm3 [29, 30], but can be larger for flow dependent properties such as saturation [30]. This means that often
an REV is often not reached on a mm-scale sample, and while these cores allow detailed investigations of pore-scale
displacement mechanisms [31, 32], any upscaled, averaged flow properties are not representative of continuum scale
flow, in which an REV defines the smallest averaging unit.

At larger scales, macroscopic cores (Figure 1a top) are often used in special core analysis experiments [33], and allow
the derivation of continuum scale flow properties. With the inclusion of REV scale structural heterogeneity, intrinsic
multiphase flow properties can be found obtained even in highly heterogeneous samples [22]. However, in these
approaches, pore-scale features and displacement mechanisms cannot be directly visualised, which hinders continuum
scale model development; unvalidated assumptions often have to be made on the multiphase flow regime, i.e. connected
pathway flow, capillary equilibrium and trapping evolution.

In this work, the sample size is optimised to allow detailed micron level micro-CT imaging across hundreds of REVs.
The Bentheimer samples in this study have permeabilities of 1.636D ± 0.025D and 0.681D ± 0.006D respectively,
average pore diameters of ≈ 80µm [26] and volumes of 8769mm3 and 7750mm3 respectively. Using a full core scan
resolution of 6µm means that the fluid phases in individual pores can be resolved, whilst allowing 100s of REVs
to be imaged. Imaging methods, analysis and modelling from both pore and continuum scales can then be applied
simultaneously on the same core, allowing the inclusion of complementary information.

In the core flooding experiments, brine (3.5wt.% KI) and decane (99.9% pure, Sigma-Aldrich) are used as wetting
and non-wetting phases respectively, with an interfacial tension of ≈ 51.16 mN/m (for the pure DI water - decane
system [34], with maximum ± 0.5 mN/m for the addition of small KI salt concentrations to the water [35]). The
experimental pore pressure is maintained at 1.5MPa, and the temperature T at 30 ◦C (core 1 experiment, T = 30.11 ◦C±
0.46 ◦C, core 2 experiment, T = 29.90 ◦C ± 0.44 ◦C. These conditions result in fluid viscosities for brine and decane as
7.83× 10−4Pa.s [36] and 8.03× 10−4Pa.s [37] respectively, and densities of 723.8kg.m−3 [38] and 1023.2kg.m−3 [37]
respectively. These fluids are chosen for their relative stability in the core-flooding experiments (as opposed to gaseous
flows) and their analogy to other immiscible fluid pairs found in subsurface flows, for example in carbon sequestration
(supercritical CO2-brine), oil recovery (Crude oil - brine) and contaminant transport (NaPLs - brine).

In order to assess the impact of structural heterogeneities at the pore and continuum scales, the cores are flooded at very
low flow rates (total flow rate, Qtot = 0.1 ml.min−1), at near unity viscosity ratio (µnw/µw = 1.025). The pore-scale
capillary number at the final fractional flow of oil during drainage fnw = 1 is Ncp = qµ

σ = 2.4x10−7, where q is the
Darcy velocity, µ is the invading phase dynamic viscosity and σ is the fluid-fluid interfacial tension. The macroscopic,
continuum scale capillary at the same fractional flow is Ncm = ∆P

L
H

∆Pc
≈ 0.25, where ∆P is the core-averaged

pressure drop over length L and ∆Pc is the variation in characteristic capillary pressure over heterogeneity length scale
H [39]. Here, ∆Pc is taken as 1.5 kPa [22], over a length scale H equal to the core radius. The macroscopic capillary
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number indicates the flow is nearing the capillary limit, far below the transition to viscous-dominated flow reported
typically in the range Ncm = 10-100 [22, 39]. Macroscopic structural heterogeneities will therefore dominate the flow
regime, controlling the flow path and potential [40]. At the pore-scale, the flow is at capillary equilibrium and should
exhibit a connected pathway flow regime [41], being below typical values reported for intermittent flow [24, 42–44] and
ganglion dynamics [45]. This capillary number is of the same order of magnitude as previous experiments performed
on Bentheimer mm-scale cores, allowing comparison with the pore-scale works of [25, 46].

The core flooding experimental procedure is detailed in the supporting information, and summarised here. We use a
similar approach to that described in [25], optimised for a large sample size and core stability during long scans. The
core is placed in the core-holder setup shown in SI Figure 1 with a confining pressure of 4.5MPa to prevent fluid-bypass
between the core and viton sleeve. A full-core dry scan of the air-saturated core is first taken, using the imaging
methodology described in section 2.2. The core is then saturated with high-salinity brine (30wt.% KI) by flowing at
least 100 pore volumes through at high-flow rate (Qtot = 5 ml.min−1) with a back-pressure (pore-pressure) of 1.5MPa,
to fully displace any air in the system. A full-core scan is then taken for the differential imaging procedure. The working
fluid brine (3.5wt.% KI) is then pumped through the core, fully displacing the high-salinity brine, and the absolute
permeability is measured. Following this, decane and brine are co-injected into the core at constant total flow rate
varying the fractional flow in a drainage and imbibition process. At each fractional flow, once the differential pressure
has stabilised across the core (typically once ∆P/∆t < 0.05kPa.h−1, or a minimum of 6 hours if this is achieved very
quickly) a full-core scan is taken followed by zoom-in, region of interest scans. Graphs of the differential pressure
through time for both cores are shown in the supporting information Figure 7.

2.2 X-Ray micro-CT imaging and processing

Once steady-state has been reached at each fractional flow a full core X-Ray micro-CT scan is taken using a flat
panel detector in a Zeiss Versa 510 X-Ray microscope at a resolution of 6µm. Full details of the scanning and image
processing can be found in the supporting information. In summary, 11 and 10 individual scans are taken at increasing
vertical locations in each core, to cover a total volume after processing of 1950 × 1950 × 10800 voxels (11.7mm ×
11.7mm × 64.8mm) and 1900 × 1900 × 9550 voxels (11.4mm × 11.4mm × 57.3mm) respectively. Approximately
5mm is lost from the images near the inlet and outlet of the core due to noise from the aluminium end-pieces and the
cone angle of the X-Ray beam. There is significant overlap between each scan to allow registration and merging of the
full image. Each individual scan image is normalised to pre-selected references to obtain consistent grey-scale values
throughout the core, after which two weak non-local means filters are applied to the image for noise reduction [47].
Scanning of the full core takes approximately 11 hours.

After each full-core scan, a selection of zoom-in, region of interest scans are performed to facilitate the interfacial
curvature measurements (discussed below). A 4x microscope objective lens is used to aquire each image, with the
detector position varied to achieve a 3.5µm resolution and 2µm resolution image, each containing 1000 3 voxels. These
scans take 18hrs and 24hrs respectively.

After image acquisition and post-processing, the images are segmented. The full core dry and high-salinity brine
images are used to accurately segment the pore space into micro and macro porous regions. The differential image
(high-salinity - dry + constant) is globally thresholded using suitable grey-scale values to obtain regions of grain, macro
porosity and micro (or sub-resolution) porosity. This technique has been successfully applied to a variety of rocks to
obtain accurate image-based porosity that agrees well with external helium porosimetry measures [24, 48, 49]. A key
aspect of this method is that the macro porous regions are not over-segmented to match external measures when image
resolution is limited, as is common when segmenting macro porosity based solely from a dry image of the rock core.
Using high-salinity brine, micro porous regions (i.e. clay and partial volume regions below resolution) are highlighted
in the pore space, and can be segmented using a global threshold on the differential image.

To segment the fluid phases during the drainage and imbibition fractional flows, a marker based watershed is used [50,51].
Using watershed segmentation, fluid-fluid interfaces can be accurately defined and partial-volume layers (i.e. unphysical
water layers) and avoided. The watershed seeds are chosen manually from a 2D histogram of the greyscale and greyscale
gradient images; errors associate with this are discussed in section 4.2. The segmented pore-space images can be used to
generate continuum scale, macroscopic quantities, such as averaged porosities and saturations. The volumetric averages
for porosity and saturation are calculated based on the microscopic image,

φ =

Nv∑
i,j=0

δi,jVi

Nv∑
i

Vi

, Sj =

Nv∑
i,j

δi,jVi

Nv∑
i

Viφ

(1)
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where φ is the average porosity, Sj is the average saturation of phase j, Nv is the total number of voxels in the averaging
volume, δi,j is the Kronecker delta function and Vi is the volume of each voxel. For the delta function, j = 0 is used for
voxels with 0 binary value indicating pore space and j = 1, 2 for non-wetting and wetting phase voxels respectively.

For the fluid saturations, although an accurate brine phase is needed to calculate interfacial curvatures, the water phase
is not used to generate macroscopic water saturations Sw. Since water exists in micro pores below resolution, and
therefore cannot accurately be segmented, we calculate the saturation based on the non-wetting saturation So and the
relationship Sw = 1− So. This relies on accurate non-wetting segmentation and knowledge of the total porosity, which
is well defined using the differential imaging methodology described above. The non-wetting phase volume fraction
estimation is much more robust than the water (wetting) phase, since non-wetting cannot readily enter small pores
and throats during the displacement of water. With an estimated maximum capillary pressure in the experiments of ≈
7kPa based on the final non-wetting saturations, the smallest pore radius that a terminal meniscus of non-wetting phase
can invade based on young-Laplace law is r = 2σ/Pc = 14.6µm, assuming perfect non-wetting and an interfacial
tension σ between fluid phases of 51.16mN/m. This means that with a resolution of 6µm, we will resolve the smallest
non-wetting filled pores with at least 5 voxels, giving confidence that we can accurately capture the non-wetting volume
fraction in the image.

Following segmentation, the non-wetting phase connectivity is computed from the inlet to the outlet across the entire
image using the "Axis connectivity" function in Avizo 9.5. Any voxels with a common vertex are considered connected.
Connected and disconnected phases are sensitive to the image resolution and resulting segmentation, with small throats
controlling the connectivity across large regions. In a similar argument to the volume fraction calculation, we are able to
image the smallest throats during drainage with at least 5 voxels, meaning that we should be able to accurately capture
fluid connectivity. Segmentation and subsequent connectivity uncertainty is discussed further in section 4.2.

In order to analyse capillary pressures across scales, the fluid-fluid interface is next extracted. A smooth interface surface
was generated using a marching cubes algorithm [25, 46, 50, 52, 53], which was smoothed with a Gaussian filter with
kernal size of 5 voxels. This level of smoothing was found as the optimum that produced a smoothly varying curvature
estimation with a non-varying mean and variance [25]. A local quadratic curve is then fitted to each point on the
triangulated smoothed surface, from which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors represent the principal curvatures and the
directions of principal curvatures respectively. The local capillary pressure Pc can be computed through Young-Laplace
law:

Pc = 2σH (2)

where σ is the interfacial tension the fluids, and H is the mean curvature of the two principle curvatures κ1, κ2. The
distribution of mean curvatures for a suitably sized volume (i.e. above an REV for the system) can then be used
to estimate the macroscopic capillary pressure, based on the arithmetic average of the mean curvature distribution
[25, 53–56].

When generating curvatures and associated capillary pressures from segmented micro-CT images, there are several
potential sources of error that can lead to spurious results; image resolution, segmentation, surface generation/smoothing,
connectivity and REV/statistical representativeness. Image resolution is the primary source of error and propagates
through all other error sources; in order to capture high capillary pressures, small interfacial features must be resolved
and there must be a large enough interfacial area to generate meaningful statistics [56]. Image resolution artefacts are
most prominent near three-phase contact lines and arc-menisci created during primary drainage. The interfaces and
curvature values near these areas are often omitted or their relative contribution to the final measurement weakened
using distance weighting algorithms [53].

The ratio of feature size r to voxel size Vx gives a good indication of the relative accuracy of the resulting curvature
estimation Rf = r/Vx = 2σ/PcVx, which can be estimated from the measured capillary pressure Pc and Young-
Laplace equation. Previous Rf literature values used in curvature calculations are summarised in Table 1. In these
works, when using geological media (i.e. when interfacial areas may be much smaller than in idealised bead packs),
the Rf required for accurate curvature estimations is above 5. Most of the previous research considers equilibrium
flows, where the fluids have reached stable capillary pressure equilibrium, which improves system stability and accurate
interface imaging. Only in [25] are the fluids flowing in a forced regime (at low Ncp) throughout the scan; here a
relatively large Rf of 11.4 is used to ensure accurate curvature calculations.

In this work, when using an voxel size Vx of 6µm, Rf = 3.3 and 6.6 for capillary pressures of 5kPa and 2.5kPa
respectively, indicative of typical drainage and imbibition capillary pressures for the oil (Decane) - brine (3.5 wt.%KI)
system in Bentheimer sandstones. It is clear that these values are far below that used in previous works when considering
forced flow regimes, and result in inaccurate curvature estimates. To alleviate this, we perform high resolution, region
of interest scans at 3.5µm and 2µm, bringing Rf during imbibition up to 11.4 and 20 respectively. High resolution
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Table 1: Voxel to feature size ratio Rf used in previous literature.
Researchers & year Sample type Flow regime Rf
Lin et al. 2018 [25] Bentheimer Forced imbibition 11.4
Li et al. 2018 [53] Bead pack Drainage, imbibition at Equilibrium 2.3
Garing et. al 2017 [55] Bead, Boise, Fontainebleau Gravity driven Imbibition 7.3 – 27.7
Herring et. al. 2017 [56] Bentheimer Drainage, imbibition at Equilibrium 4.5 (min)
Armstrong et. al. 2012 [54] Bead pack Drainage, imbibition at Equilibrium 26.4

scans for the final imbibition fractional flow in Bentheimer core 1 are shown in SI Figure 5. The enhancement of
the interface representation can clearly be seen by increasing the image resolution and some small scale features that
weren’t captured in the 6µm image are visible at higher resolutions. The resulting segmentation is also significantly
improved for larger features at higher resolutions; the radius of curvature of some interfaces in the 6µm segmentation
are clearly larger than those apparent in the raw scan and those generated in higher resolution segmentation. When
comparing the 3.5µm and 2µm images, there is a trade-off between enhanced resolution and noise/image artefacts. In
the 2µm image, there are clear ring artefacts generated by the duration of the scan and significant zoom, which cause
segmentation artefacts. The 2µm image is generally noisier than that at 3.5µm, requiring more significant filtering
which reduces the contrast between interfaces making segmentation less accurate. We find here that the 3.5µm image
provides the best balance of feature resolution and image quality, with the larger size (significantly above the capillary
pressure REV for Bentheimer, see analysis below) generating an improved statistical representation for curvature
histograms. To further improve the curvature calculations we use the surface modification technique proposed in [53].
A distance threshold of 1.5 voxels is used to eliminate points close to the contact line, whilst retaining points on small
arc menisci features.

3 Theory and modelling methods

In the following sections we describe the theory and modelling (analytical and numerical) methods that are used to
analyse and predict continuum scale multiphase flow. This includes model initialisation, parametrisation and solution
techniques to compare directly to the experimental observations.

3.1 The continuum framework

In the continuum modelling framework of multiphase flow we use the multiphase extension to Darcy’s law, [57]:

uuuα =
−KKKkrα(Sα)

µα
∇ψα, ψα = Pα − ραgz (3)

Here, α refers to the phase (non-wetting or wetting), uα is the Darcy velocity,KKK is the absolute permeability tensor,
krα is the relative permeability, µα is the viscosity, Sα is the fluid saturation, ψα is the phase pressure potential, Pα is
the phase pressure, g is the component of gravitational acceleration in the vertical z direction. The conservation of
momentum equation (3) is solved along with conservation of mass:

φ
∂Sα
∂t

+∇ · uuuα = Qα (4)

where φ is the porosity, t is time and Qα is an external source or sink of phase α [58]. To close the system of equations
we use the relations:

Sw + Sn = 1, Pn − Pw = Pc = Pc(Sw), krα = krα(Sα) (5)

where n refers to non-wetting phase, w to the wetting phase, and Pc is the macroscopic capillary pressure.

The macroscopic multiphase extension of Darcy’s law (3) can be derived by directly homogeneizing Stokes flow at
the pore-scale over a suitably defined representative elementary volume [13, 59, 60] under the following assumptions:
inertial and (macroscopic) viscous effects are negligible (including viscous coupling between the phases), the solid
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phase is composed of incompressible grains, and the average fluid saturation evolves slowly in space and time through
the REV [61]. Similar concepts can be used to derive the macroscopic equation of mass conservation (4), energy
conservation if heat transfer is to be considered and solid-phase momentum conservation if considering porous media
deformation [13]. The solution of Equations (3) and (4) requires constitutive functional relationships between the
relative permeability krα, capillary pressure Pc and saturation Sα, (5), which are usually derived empirically from
experiments. These functions are known to exhibit flow rate (i.e. capillary number) dependence [21, 62, 63] and
hysteresis (i.e. different functional forms during drainage and subsequent imbibition) [64] due to their non-unique
relationship with total saturation (Sα) and the impact of heterogeneities [22].

The drainage relative permeability for the non-wetting krnw and wetting phase kr,w during drainage are parametrised
here using power-law functions:

krnw = krnw(Swirr)(1− S∗
w)n, krw = (S∗

w)m (6)

where S∗
w is the water saturation normalised to the irreducible Swirr, i.e. S∗

w = (Sw − Swirr)/(1 − Swirr) and
krnw(Swirr) is the non-wetting relative permeability at the irreducible wetting saturation. Power law functions are
typically used to describe relative permeability [61, 65], and can be derived at limiting flow regimes directly from pore-
scale physics. The macroscopic capillary pressure of the system during drainage is also described using a power-law
function, introduced by Brooks & Corey [66]:

P dc = Pe(S
∗
w)

−1
λ (7)

where Pe is the entry pressure, and λ is the pore-size distribution factor.

3.1.1 Representative elementary volume

Essential to this modelling framework is the concept of the representative elementary volume, or REV. An REV is
the volume around a material point in space in which the average of a microscopic quantity is independent to further
incremental changes in volume [1]. There is generally an upper bound to this volume in heterogeneous media, since
there exist macroscopic variations in the continuum property. Similarly, there exists a lower bound when reaching the
characteristic length scale of the microscale quantity (i.e. the pore/grain size when considering porosity), at which point
the averaging volume becomes meaningless and large fluctuations in the continuum property occur.

There are different REV sizes for different properties, e.g., porosity, fluid saturations [1]. These may also be transient in
nature. The REV for porosity and absolute permeability has been studied extensively by [7, 8, 10, 67]. In homogeneous
media, this REV appears to have a side length of order ≈ 10 characteristic grain diameters [10, 67], but large variations
exist between samples and determination techniques. In contrast, analysis of the REV for multi-phase flow properties,
saturation, capillary pressure and relative permeability, has been limited by the difficulty in quantifying these properties
at small spatial scales. Fluid ganglia can exist at the scale of individual pores but can also span multiple pores up to the
sample length depending on the flow regime (capillary number, viscosity ratio and drainage or imbibition displacement)
and pore space morphology, which intrinsically links the ganglia length with the notion of multiphase REV [68].

In this work, we use two approaches to analyse the REV for porosity, saturation, and capillary entry pressure. Firstly,
we use a statistical moving average approach to identify an appropriate REV size [10, 69]. We isotropically grow a
cubic volume in the centre of the rock core until the volume reaches the core diameter, calculating average property
values at each stage. The cube is then moved downstream by one voxel and the process repeated, sampling the pore
space in an highly overlapping manner.

A second measure for the REV is determined from the spatial correlation of each property, derived through an
empirical semi-variogram. Semi-variograms are often used in geostatistical field-scale modelling to represent the spatial
correlation of geological structures [70, 71], but are increasingly used in the analysis of pore [72] and core [40] scale
analysis of multiphase flow. The discrete semi-variogram ξ(r) of a quantity ψ can be formulated as [72]:

ξ(r) =

Nj∑
j=1

Ni∑
i=1

lij (ψi − ψj)2

2σ2
Nj∑
j=1

Ni∑
i=1

lij

(8)

where σ is the standard deviation of the property and lij = 1 if r − ε < rij < r + ε or 0 otherwise. ε is a tolerance used
to bin the discrete distances, here set to half the minimum averaging size.
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Macroscopic porosities and saturations are calculated directly using the micro-CT images with equation (1) at the
associated averaging volumes. Macroscopic capillary entry pressures are then calculated using the capillary equilibrium
assumption and the calculated average non-wetting saturations. Here, we first compute the average saturation for
the whole core, and find Pc using equation (7). For each smaller averaging volume, we then compute the averaged
saturations, and compute a scaling factor for Pc described in 3.1.3, which gives an estimate for the entry pressure of
that volume. In this analysis, we use the first fractional flow saturation profile from each experiment, since this exhibits
the least end-effects, and gives a good indication of heterogeneity.

3.1.2 Hysteresis

Hysteresis and flow rate dependency in the macroscopic functions (capillary pressure and relative permeability) can
stem from several pore-scale mechanisms which are not explicitly incorporated into the classical homogenization
approach. Firstly, there is a fundamental difference between pore-scale invasion mechanisms for drainage and imbibition
displacements, illustrated by the well known ink-bottle effect [73]; drainage is primarily controlled by the smallest
throats in the system whereas imbibition is controlled by the largest pores. Hysteresis can therefore manifest itself
as the apparent requirement for a lower capillary pressure during imbibition to achieve the same quasi-static fluid
saturation [74]. Secondly, fluid connectivity can significantly impact the flow path and therefore relative conductance of
the porous media to a particular fluid phase. During imbibition, snap-off of the non-wetting phase can occur, leading to
reduced fluid connectivity and reduced relative permeability compared to drainage [41]. The wetting behaviour of the
fluids and porous medium also impacts the fluid connectivity, resulting in different trapping characteristics between
water-wet and mixed-wet systems [75]. The contact angle resulting from the wetting state of the porous medium can
vary between drainage (θA advancing) and imbibition (θR receding) with a larger contact angle during drainage (θA >
θR) resulting in increased capillary pressure.

In recent years, it has been proposed that the capillary pressure function should incorporate the fluid-fluid interfacial
area [76–78] or a more detailed description of the geometric state of the fluids [74, 79] to remove this hysteresis, and
provide a unique macroscopic description of the capillary pressure through all displacement regimes. While it was
shown that including the full geometric state of the fluid-solid phase configurations (described by the four Minkowski
functionals - volume, surface area, curvature and connectivity [80]) could fully parametrise the macroscopic capillary
pressure [74], providing closure for the increased complexity of these equations at the macroscopic scale is still the
focus of ongoing research (see [81, 82] for rigorous derivations of continuum scale multiphase flow equations).

Apparent hysteresis and flow rate rate dependency of macroscopic krα can also be manifestations of porous media
heterogeneity, notably permeability and associated capillary pressure heterogeneity at the REV scale [22, 83–86]. The
derivation of the macroscopic flow equations through homogenization relies on the definition of an REV and the fact
that fluid saturations vary slowly in an REV; if there is heterogeneity in the porous media structure approaching the size
of the homogenizing scale, the derived quantity will be an equivalent property and could be flow rate and/or saturation
history dependent [87, 88]. Experimentally, averaged saturations and relative permeabilities are often derived from
core-flood experiments, in which the rock core can have heterogeneities approaching the averaging scale. Derived
krα and Pc functions will therefore be impacted by the heterogeneities, and display flow rate dependence even if
the intrinsic, homogeneous function does not. This was recently demonstrated in [89] whereby the intrinsic water
relative permeability did not exhibit hysteresis, but with the inclusion of structural heterogeneity impacts, the equivalent
core-averaged water relative permeability was found to exhibit hysteresis.

It is clear that by rigorous incorporation of the correct pore-scale flow physics and REV level structural heterogeneities,
well defined equations and constitutive functions can be obtained that describe continuum scale, macroscopic flow.
Whilst it is still unclear as to the exact form that these macroscopic equations should take, in certain limiting cases,
i.e. that where the multiphase extension of Darcy’s law is valid, we can make use of current macroscopic modelling
approaches to directly compare with pore-scale flow experiments, allowing us to asses the validity and limits of current
continuum scale models. Rather than removing hysteresis using more independent variables in the governing equations,
we parametrise the hysteresis, effectively increasing the complexity of the underlying functions.

The imbibition non-wetting relative permeability is parametrised using the non-wetting phase initial-residual saturation
relationship. There have been many empirical models used to describe the evolution of trapping phase connectivity
through imbibition displacements, based on the initial-residual non-wetting saturation relationship, see for example
[12, 75, 90, 91]. For water wet rocks, the Land model has been found to provide a good match to many experimental
datasets [75]. The Land model relationship between the initial non-wetting saturation Snw,i (i.e. the turning point at the
end of drainage) and the residual saturation Snw,r (i.e. the end-point of imbibition) is described by:

Snw,r =
Snw,i

1 + ClSnw,i
, (9)
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where Cl is the Land trapping parameter. Applying the Land model at different saturation states in the imbibition
displacement process yields a relationship for the connected (mobile) non-wetting saturation, as a function of the total
non-wetting saturation Snw and trapping characteristics:

Snw,c =
1

2

(
−∆ +

√
∆2 − 4∆/Cl

)
, ∆ = Snw,r(Snw,i)− Snw (10)

The primary imbibition relative permeability kirnw can then be calculated based on the equivalent drainage relative
permeability kdrnw at the connected non-wetting saturation Snw,c [12]:

kirnw(Snw) = kdrnw(Snw,c) (11)

For intermediate scanning relative permeabilities ksrnw between the primary drainage and primary imbibition curves, the
Killough interpolation method is used [92]. This interpolates the known bounding curves based on the normalised non-
wetting saturation Snorm between the scanning curve initial (turning point) saturation Ssnw,i and residual non-wetting
saturation Ssnw,r, which are known from the Land model:

ksrnw(Snw) = kirnw(Snorm)
kdrnw(Snw,i)

kdrnw(1− Swirr)
, Snorm =

(Snw − Snw,r)(1− Swirr)
Ssnw,i − Ssnw,r

(12)

In the above formulation, the only parameter needed to fully describe the imbibition non-wetting relative permeability
is the land trapping coefficient; this is coupled with the drainage relative permeability to predict imbibition based on the
trapping in the system. The interpolation of imbibition scanning curves based on the bounding drainage and imbibition
curves has been shown to be comparable to pore network model simulations on similar Bentheimer cores [93].

For wetting relative permeability, there is less dependence on the trapping of the non-wetting phase during imbibition
in water-wet media [64], although there have been examples of a slight raising of the wetting relative permeability
during imbibition as is seen in the experiments here (see also [20, 94, 95]). This is caused primarily by the wetting fluid
occupying larger pores during imbibition than in drainage [61]. This is characterised by using a different exponent in
the power-law relative permeability expression (6) for imbibition and using a similar Killough scanning method as per
the non-wetting case:

ksr,w(Sw) = kdr,w(Sw) +
(
ksr,w(1− Ssnw,r)− kdr,w(1− Ssnw,r)

)(kir,w(1− Snorm)− kdr,w(1− Snorm)

kir,w(1− Snw,r)− kdr,w(1− Snw,r)

)
(13)

The imbibition capillary pressure P ic is formulated in a similar fashion to the drainage case, using a modification of the
Brooks-Corey model for drainage, using similar notions as the non-wetting relative permeability during imbibition [96]:

P ic = Pci

(
(1− S∗

nw,c)
−1
λ − 1

)
+ Ps (14)

Here, Ps is the imbibition snap-off pressure, which is near zero for water-wet media. In the original formulation by [96],
Ps was omitted, forcing the capillary pressure to zero at the residual. It has been demonstrated experimentally that there
may be a finite macroscopic capillary pressure at the end of imbibition in water-wet media [97, 98]. Furthermore, to
enable capillary pressure heterogeneity trapping during imbibition, there must be a finite capillary pressure [89, 99],
otherwise all points reduce to a capillary pressure of zero and there can be no maintenance of discontinuous saturations
as are seen experimentally [100]. Pci can be found by equating the capillary pressures during drainage and imbibition
at the turning point:

Pci =
(
Pe − PsS∗

w,i

1
λ

)(
1− S∗

w,i

1
λ

)−1

(15)

Equations (14) and (15) can be used at any point on the drainage-imbibition cycle, both for bounding curves and during
secondary scanning loops. Due to the complexity of tracking Pci with subsequent loops, we use an interpolation method
to scan between the primary drainage and imbibition curves, again in the manner described by [92]:

P dsc = fiP
ib
c + (1− fi)P dbc , P isc = fdP

db
c + (1− fd)P ibc (16)
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where P dsc , P isc , P dbc and P ibc are the scanning drainage capillary pressure , the scanning imbibition capillary pressure,
the bounding drainage capillary pressure and the bounding imbibition capillary pressure respectively. fi and fd are
interpolating coefficients given by:

fi =

(
1 +

ε

Ssnw,i − Ssnw,r

)
(

1 +
ε

Sw − (1− Ssnw,i)

) , fd =

(
1 +

ε

Ssnw,i − Ssnw,r

)
(

1 +
ε

(1− Ssnw,r)− Sw

) (17)

where ε is a fitting parameter found from experimental results.

Equations (14) - (17) require three parameters to completely describe the imbibition and scanning capillary pressure
functions: Cl, Ps and ε. Cl is found directly from the initial-residual trapping parametrisation. Ps and ε are then found
by comparing the predicting imbibition curves to those found experimentally, in our case we compare the curves with
estimates of capillary pressure inferred from observations of interfacial fluid curvature (See section 4.3), and we also
compare with data published by of [98].

3.1.3 Heterogeneity

The final part of the continuum framework considers the heterogeneity in the system arising from REV level variations
in fluid properties, porosity, permeability and capillary pressure characteristics. Fluid properties remain approximately
constant throughout the experiment (the pore pressure in the experimental core is 1.5mPa ±15kPa and temperature is
30◦C± 0.5◦C, leading to variations in viscosity and density of decane of < 0.8% and < 0.06% respectively; there is
similar uncertainty in the brine properties).

Porosity is found directly from the 3D micro-CT image, arithmetically averaged to an appropriate REV. For the
permeability, we use the measured core average permeability. While the permeability will vary at the REV scale in
the 3D core [85], at the low microscopic and macroscopic capillary numbers in the present experiment, permeability
variations at the REV scale have little impact on fluid distributions [22], with core-averaged permeabilities adequate for
obtaining equivalent relative permeability estimates. Permeability at the REV scale can be found through pore network
modelling [101–103] or through direct simulations [7, 104], although the limited spatial resolution of the CT images
in this experiment will necessarily over-predict the permeability [105]. Alternatively, permeability at the REV scale
can be inferred through empirical relationships with the REV level porosity and capillary pressure and the known core
averaged permeability, i.e. using a Leverett scaling approach [106]. This method has been demonstrated successfully
using 3D numerical modelling in several sandstones [85], but requires further constitutive equations to describe the
system.

The most prominent continuum property heterogeneity impacting fluid saturations, phase connectivity, and the conductiv-
ity of the fluids at low capillary number is heterogeneity in the capillary pressure characteristic [6, 21, 22]. Macroscopic
heterogeneities are a consequence of varying pore structure throughout a rock caused by variations in sedimentary
deposition and diagentic processes [107]. These heterogeneites exist on a wide range of length scales in sedimentary
rocks, occurring as periodic, small scale laminae (O(mm)), as defined bedding planes (O(cm)) [18, 107, 108] as well as
larger deformation bands and faults [109].

In order to characterise capillary pressure heterogeneities, we use the imaged fluid saturation heterogeneity as an
analogue [110, 111] coupled with the known, intrinsic capillary pressure - saturation function [84]. Observations of
fluid saturation during co-injection of fluids at a low fractional flow of the non-wetting phase in the experiments here
show large heterogeneities (see Figure 4), and can be used to infer the capillary pressure heterogeneity (See [22,85,96]).
At steady-state, the macroscopic capillary pressure should be approximately constant throughout the core. This is
supported by the saturation profiles in our observations, whereby at fnw = 0.05 there are no prominent end effects.
Taking an REV scale voxel, we scale the capillary pressure function at a discrete point using the following expression:

Ps =
P c(Sw)

P c(Swi)
· P e (18)

where Ps, P c(Sw), P c(Swi) and P e are the voxel entry pressure, the intrinsic capillary pressure at the core averaged
saturation Sw, the intrinsic capillary pressure at the voxel saturation Swi, and the intrinsic capillary entry pressure. The
intrinsic capillary pressure can be obtained from the model fit (i.e. Brooks-Corey [66]) to experimental porous plate,
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centrifuge, or mercury intrusion capillary pressure data. Here, it is constrained by the porous plate data of [98] and our
curvature based Pc measurments.

The term P c(Sw)

P c(Swi)
in equation (18) is often referred to as the scaling factor [22]. The above scaling assumes that

the capillary pressure function scales only with the entry pressure through the core, and that the function curvature
(i.e. λ) and the irreducible water saturation (Swirr) remain the same throughout, an assumption which appears valid
for sandstone cores with similar lithologies [40, 84]. Also key to this assumptions, is that the capillary pressure at
the REV scale of the voxel is at local equilibrium; this is supported by the low capillary number of the system and
the REV analysis in section 4.1. The capillary pressure heterogeneity can also be found using multiple fractional
flows [22, 85, 89], however, here we find that the saturation in the first fractional flow gives the best analogue for the
capillary pressure, and it is closer to capillary equilibrium than other fractional flows, making the scaling most effective.
We choose not to perform any iterative calibration [22], so as to keep the model as simple as possible.

The same scaling factor can be used during both drainage and imbibition, to modify the base capillary pressure functions
at a specific voxel [96]. With drainage and imbibition characteristic functions well defined through the Brooks-Corey
formulation (see sections 3.1 and 3.1.2 respectively), this scaling factor represents the capillary heterogeneity of the
system.

3.2 Numerical modelling

With the continuum framework well posed, we utilise numerical modelling to solve the resulting system of equations,
and predict the observed displacement process at the continuum scale in 3D. Equations (3) - (5) are solved numerically
on a 3D grid representation of the cores using the fully implicit, isothermal immiscible multiphase porous media flow
simulator CMG IMEXTM. The system of equations are discretized into finite-difference form using first order backward
differences in time, and central differences in space with upstream mobilities (krα/µα). The orthogonal, Cartesian grid
uses block sizes equal to that obtained from the REV analysis, see 4.4.

The model is populated with the intrinsic capillary pressure functions described in sections 3.1 and 3.1.2, with parameters
obtained from the experimental observation in section 4.3. REV scale heterogeneity is incorporated through porosity
and end-point capillary pressure maps (found through multiplication of the intrinsic capillary entry pressure functions
with the derived scaling factors). These are assigned to each voxel of the 3D numerical model, along with core averaged
permeability. We prescribe constant fluid properties and temperature throughout the simulations. The intrinsic, rate
independent relative permeability function is prescribed across the entire core (see section 4.4) for both drainage and
imbibition. The core-averaged trapping parameters (Cl) are used with the Land trapping model to define the connectivity
evolution and therefore hysteretic relative permeability and capillary functions for the whole core.

The initial condition is prescribed as a fully saturated medium with Sw = 1. To enforce boundary conditions (constant
flux at the inlet and a constant pressure at the outlet), we use fictitious inlet and outlet boundary slices. In the physical
experimental boundaries, there are two inlet ports which inject the wetting and non-wetting fluids, a pressure transducer
tap, and a spiral groove in the end cap designed to spread the fluids evenly onto the inlet face of the core. In the numerical
simulation in this work, the fictitious inlet and outlet slices are used to mimic the physical boundary conditions. It
should be noted that since we image only part of the core (i.e. the inlet and outlet 5mm are lost due to imaging artefacts),
and the model is built directly from the images, the fictitious slices are still within the physical core bounds, and are
therefore used to approximate the far field boundary conditions. In the fictitious slices, we use a large permeability
(> 10D), constant core average porosity, linear relative permeability and a capillary pressure equal to the entry pressure
of the system.

To represent the injection of fluids into the system, we use injection wells in the CMG IMEX format. Two wells are
used for each fluid component injection which are completed in the central 2x2 voxels in the inlet slice, creating a
constant flux inlet boundary condition. Two constant pressure wells are used in the outlet slice to create a constant
pressure outflow boundary condition.

One important numerical consideration is the representation of hysteresis in the numerical simulations. Hysteresis is
included as per the constitutive modelling described above, but we limit hysteretic effects to the imbibition displacement
regimes, i.e. we solve the drainage fractional flows purely with non-hysteretic functions, and start the imbibition
co-injection process with hysteretic functions from the end of the primary drainage simulation. In the co-injection
drainage fractional flows, the displacement occurs primarily in an invasion-percolation process, although some pore-
scale trapping is observed experimentally. When numerically modelling this process at the continuum scale, if hysteretic
functions are used, numerical stability and convergence can become problematic due to small-fluctuations in saturation.
Furthermore, localised trapping during the drainage co-injection is not observed in the numerical simulations, even with
hysteretic functions. This is a fundamental limitation of current continuum modelling approaches; even with hysteresis
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Figure 2: REV analysis for porosity and entry pressure measurements. (a) Core 2 moving average porosity variation.
(b) Core 1 and 2 porosity and entry pressure fluctuation with averaging volume. The fluctuation represents the standard
deviation of 350 moving average realizations, comparing to that from the largest averaging volume with side length
of 7.5mm. (c) Porosity spatial correlation with lag distance. (d) Capillary entry pressure spatial correlation with lag
distance.

and heterogeneity in the underlying multiphase functions, we do not observe pore-scale trapping during the primary
drainage co-injection process.

4 Results

4.1 Representative elementary volumes

Figure 2 shows the result of the moving average cube calculations and the spatial correlation analysis. The average
porosity for each cube realization in core 2 is shown as an example in Figure 2a, highlighting typical porosity variations
from the micro to macro scales. The standard deviation of all 350 realizations are displayed in Figure 2b, showing
the transition as the volume approaches the largest averaging volume with side length 7.5mm. The standard deviation
in fluctuation of both φi, Ps and Snw are around 10% for an REV with side length of ≈ 0.5mm, highlighting the
pore-scale inhomogeneity. Above 2mm and 4mm, the fluctuation drops below 5% and 1% respectively for porosity
and entry pressure as we approach an REV. The REV for porosity and entry pressure are clearly much smaller than
that for saturation, with saturation still showing significant (>10%) variation at averaging volumes of size length 4mm.
However, the large saturation fluctuations are not transferred into the capillary entry pressure, which shows much less
variation. The capillary pressure is calculated based on capillary equilibrium using the saturation as a scaling; small
capillary pressure variations can result in large variations in saturation at low capillary number in steady-state flow.
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Figure 3: Slice averaged porosities for the two Bentheimer samples calculated using segmented µCT images and
differential medical CT images. (a) Core 1, slice width = 1.8mm. (b) Core 2, slice width = 1.9mm. Underneath the
porosity graphs is the central slice of the raw, unfiltered dry scan for each core, highlighting heterogeneous regions.

While the porosity and capillary pressure REV are reached within the rock, identified here in the range 2mm - 4mm, the
saturation REV could be larger than the sample size.

Previous studies on Bentheimer sandstones have identified an REV for porosity of >1.75mm [29] and saturation of
>3.5mm [30], largely in line with the results here. Using similar approaches, [69] identified porosity REVs in the
range 0.05 to 8 mm3 and saturation REVs up to 50 mm3 in a selection of glass beads and sintered silica samples. [112]
calculated porosity REVs >1.4mm in a variety of sandstone and siltstone reservoir samples. Further, in [8], the
porosity REV for Fontainbleu sandstone was identified as at least 10mm. The large range of reported REVs for similar
sandstone/silica based systems stems from sample variations (i.e. average pore size distributions and permeability), and
that from inherent user-bias, i.e. arbitrarily selecting the REV as the point at which the property variation drops below a
certain threshold. To remove sample variations, REVs can be described non-dimensionally as VREV = V /d503, where
d50 is the average grain diameter at which 50% of all grains have a smaller diameter [10]. Using this approach, [10]
identified the non-dimensional REV of several sand pack samples as VREV = 2 × 10 4, i.e. a side length dREV of 27
grains. This is similar to that found by [67] in sand-packs ranging from dREV = 5.4 - 15.4. In the samples here, with an
average d50 ≈ 80µm [26], dREV ranges from 25 - 50 for porosity and capillary entry pressure respectively.

The spatial correlation ξ(r) of the porosity and capillary pressure are shown in Figures 2c and 2d respectively, for 7
distinct cube volumes which cover the length of the sample. Spatial correlation is used for this REV analysis because
standard deviation fluctuation of the property with averaging volume leads to an arbitrary REV definition. The lag
distance to the sill, or plateau, in ξ(r) indicates the point at which the property variance reaches the variance at the
largest averaging volume considered, i.e. an REV is reached. The sill distance is clearly visible at ≈0.7mm for porosity
and ≈2mm for capillary pressure. The plots also highlight the large micro-scale variance by the large ‘nugget’ or offset
in the ξ(r) value at the smallest volume used of 350 µm. ξ(r) computations at volumes smaller than 350 µm result in
large computational times, but result in ξ(r) approaching a small nugget near 0. There is also macro-scale, periodic
heterogeneity indicated by the periodic variation at large lag distances, indicative of inhomogeneity at large scales. The
figure also shows section 5 (out of 7) of core 2, where the tight, low porosity/permeability exists (see Figure 3). Here
the sill distance does not occur until at least 4mm, indicating the spatial structure of the low porosity band in the sample.

Using ξ(r) provides an unbiased determination of the REV, at which point the property variance reaches that of the large
scale variance. While the moving average REV determination resulted in similar REVs for both porosity and capillary
pressure, the spatial correlation distinguishes clear differences in the property structure. In the supporting information,
further detailed REV plots are included for porosity, saturation and capillary pressure, along with simulation results
presented at various voxel sizes in SI Figures 11-13. Throughout the rest of the article, we use an REV side length of
>2mm for voxel computations.

To highlight the macroscopic, REV scale porosity variation through the sample, the imaged-based porosity for both
cores is displayed in Figure 3. Alongside this, an external medical CT derived porosity is also shown for validation
purposes. The medical CT porosity was obtained using independent differential images of the dry and brine saturated
core at a native resolution of 150 µm × 150 µm × 500 µm, which is volumetrically averaged to the slice-averaged
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values shown in Figure 3. The porosity is calculated through φmCT = (CTbrine−CTdry)/(CTbrine,ref −CTair,ref ),
where the references values of brine and air in the core-holder assembly are 991.9HU and -994.4HU respectively.
The medical CT total porosity and segmented micro CT porosity agree well with slice averaged L1 error norms of
0.83% and 1.03% for core 1 and 2 respectively, highlighting the effectiveness of the image normalisation, merging and
differential imaging segmentation method. Further details of the method can be found in the supporting information.

The slice average porosities across multiple REVs in Figure 3 highlight the heterogeneity in both cores. In core 1, there
is a gradual tailing in the porosity towards the outlet of the sample, seen in both medical and micro-CT porosities. In
core 2, there is a defined layer around 2/3rds of the way through the core. This layer is off-perpendicular to the flow
direction (Left to right in the image), and represents a significant barrier to flow, discussed later in section 4.2. The
variation in total porosity through the samples is maintained almost entirely by the macro porous regions, with the
micro porous regions having a near constant porosity through the core.

4.2 Connectivity and hysteresis

Having determined appropriate REVs for the system, we now consider the experimental fluid configurations during
the steady-state experiments. Figure 4 shows the connected and disconnected macroscopic saturations for the two
Bentheimer cores. The error bars for imbibition fractional flow fnw = 0.5 indicate the segmentation uncertainty,
generated by varying the greyscale threshold values for the non-wetting phase by ±200 units, i.e. ±3.3% of the original
greyscale values. We use this fractional flow since it has significant connected and disconnected non-wetting saturations,
allowing uncertainty to be assessed in both phases. The uncertainties in Figure 4 (and presented in tabular form in the
SI table 1) highlight the robustness of the segmentation methodology; saturations and connectivity trends are relatively
insensitive to the choice of thresholding limits used in the watershed segmentation.

In Figure 4, during drainage at low fnw, the non-wetting phase saturations are highly heterogeneous, showing
large fluctuations of ±22.2% and ± 15.7% around the mean for core 1 and core 2 respectively. The fluctuation is
much larger than that apparent in the porosity profiles in Figure 3, indicating the role of macroscopic (above REV)
permeability/capillary pressure heterogeneity. As the fractional flow of non-wetting phase increases, the saturation
heterogeneity is reduced to ±6.1% and ± 10.5%, impacted increasingly by the outlet end effect whereby Pc → 0.

During the primary drainage process, there is a small, but apparent volume of disconnected phase, displayed in Figure
4c, d. Low non-wetting phase saturations Snw ≈ 0.1 can still contain several disconnected ganglia and contribute to
variations in fluid conductivity through the sample. In the more homogeneous core 1, the trapping occurs mainly at
the core inlet and outlet and is likely due to intermittent connectivity caused by the fluid entering/exiting the core and
segmentation connectivity artefacts. The increasing variance in the error bars towards the outlet in core 1 highlights the
connectivity uncertainty, which is more prominent at the core boundaries. The sensitivity for other fractional flows is
largely similar to that presented for fnw = 0.5, and has been tested at several other threshold values. While variations
in the connected and disconnected saturation profile are observed, major characteristics (such as jumps in disconnected
phase saturation) persist throughout each realization. Note, the total Snw is largely insensitive to changes in threshold
values due to the clear gradients between phases which enables robust segmentation.

The disconnected Snw,d phase is much more prominent during drainage in the heterogeneous sample, core 2. This
manifests itself around the low porosity/permeability barrier at x/L ≈ 0.7, where there is a significant jump in
disconnected saturation. Localised, high entry pressure regions are known to cause build-ups of Snw during drainage
[100], but here we also see an increase in the localised trapping (due to snap-off of non-wetting phase) during drainage.
Trapping during a primary drainage process has been recently reported by [113], and could not be described by
a classical invasion-percolation process. The mechanism was attributed largely to ‘Roof snap-off’ during the low
capillary number flow regime, which was initially observed by [114] during time resolved, unsteady-state synchrotron
experiments. During a Haines jump, some of the wetting fluid in a pore-body can be pushed backwards, towards
the throat; if sufficient wetting fluid fills the throat from the corners, it can reconnect and disconnect the non-wetting
phase. This process relies on pore space heterogeneity and sufficient aspect ratio between adjacent pore bodies and
throats. While this process could be occurring during this experiment, and account for some of the trapping seen during
drainage, a more significant mechanism is likely that caused by the pore space heterogeneity itself. At high drainage
fractional flows of non-wetting phase, water is displayed downstream and initially trapped ganglia in the upstream
section of the core are reconnected. With a reduction in the pore/throats sizes downstream in the low porosity band,
the displaced water starts to fill these areas preferentially, and can eventually cause the snap-off of non-wetting phase.
A contrast in pore size distributions between adjacent regions necessarily enhances snap off during drainage, due to
preferential filling of water in the small pore size region. This mechanism occurs simultaneously with the build-up of
connected non-wetting phase behind the low entry pressure region, resulting in a highly heterogeneous saturation profile.
This mechanism is likely weaker in the more homogeneous core, since the pore-size distribution is more continuous;
displaced water fills the core more homogeneously and Roof snap-off occurs preferentially.
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Figure 4: Experimental slice average non-wetting saturations during drainage and imbibition. (a),(c) Connected and
disconnected non-wetting saturations for core 1 respectively. (b),(d) Connected and disconnected non-wettin saturations
for core 2 respectively. Error bars for imbibition fnw = 0.5 represent segmentation sensitivities. Slice thickness’s are
1.8mm and 1.9mm for core 1 and 2 respectively.

The pore filling sequence of the connected and disconnected non-wetting phase are shown in Figure 5 for the whole
core (detailed pore-filling histograms are shown in SI Figure 10, for 4 sections of the core). During drainage near the
percolation threshold, there is a large range of pore sizes invaded by the connected non-wetting phase, highlighting the
difference between pore availability and accessibility [115, 116]. The initial invasion percolation process is dominated
by piston like displacement and Haines jump pore filling mechanisms [115, 117, 118], followed by slower corner-flow
drainage at low water saturations [119]. Based on macroscopic capillary pressures it would be expected that the largest
pores in the system would be invaded by the non-wetting phase first, however in Figure 5a, b there remains a significant
proportion of the largest pores unfilled at low fractional flows. The pore space topology renders some of these large
pores inaccessible; they are surrounded by regions of high-entry pressure. Increasing the capillary pressure as fnw is
raised increases their accessibility, and at fnw = 1 almost all the largest pores in the system are filled with connected
non-wetting phase.

The disconnected non-wetting phase first emerges in the smallest pores in the system, highlighted in Figures 5c, d. Water
preferentially swells from the corners of the throats in these regions and eventually re-connects to cause non-wetting
phase snap-off in I1 and I2 events [115]; this is true during both primary drainage and imbibition processes. At the
end of imbibition, fnw = 0, the non-wetting phase is completely disconnected, occupying only the largest pores in
the system. The saturations during imbibition are much more homogeneous than those during drainage for the same
fractional flow (fnw = 0.5) and similar average saturations (Snw ≈ 0.35− 0.45) shown in Figure 4. The favourable
free-energy change when displacing the non-wetting phase means there is less energy required for the same volume
change during imbibition [33, 73]. The capillary pressure required during imbibition to create similar volumetric fluid
configurations is lower than that during drainage; this also reduces the overall magnitude of capillary pressure gradients
in the rock. With a reduction in capillary pressure gradients, the saturation gradients also reduce, creating a more
homogeneous profile through the core.
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Figure 5: Pore volume weighted histograms showing the non-wetting pore filling sequence during drainage and
imbibition, for connected and disconnected non-wetting phases. (a), (c) Connected and disconnected non-wetting filling
for core 1 respectively. (b), (d) Connected and disconnected non-wetting filling for core 2 respectively.

The trapping characteristics of the two cores are displayed in the initial - residual plot in Figure 6a, b. The initial
saturations here are the connected non-wetting phase at the end of drainage, whilst the residuals are the disconnected
non-wetting phase at the end of imbibition minus any disconnected non-wetting phase at the end of drainage. This is
key to accurately track the connected phase evolution, and not overestimate the level of trapping by considering already
trapped ganglia from earlier in the displacement process. Since we have access to the full connected/disconnected
phase steady-state evolution, we can reliably track the initial and residual saturations. Core 1 exhibits typical trapping
behaviour of a water-wet sample, with initial saturations Snw,i ≈ 70% which are reduced to Snw,r ≈ 35%. The color
gradients highlight the distance from the inlet of the core. A typical Land model parametrisation fit is shown for the
data, described by equation (9) in section 3.

A proportion of the spread in the voxel data is typically explained with the random error in the saturation measurement
from X-Ray CT scanning [22, 84, 120]. Recently in [120] over a wide range sandstone samples this was as high as
7.9-9.8 % for 10mm3 voxels, which was reduced to 0.22-0.3% for slice averages using a differential imaging medical
CT scanner setup. In the micro-CT experiment here, the segmentation sensitivity is linearly propagated through the
volume averaging, meaning that large voxels have the same intrinsic uncertainty in saturation as small voxels due to
segmentation uncertainty. At fnw = 1 during drainage and fnw = 0 during imbibition, the non-wetting phase is almost
completely connected and completely disconnected respectively, meaning saturation uncertainty is in the range 1.3%
- 4.1% (see SI Table 1), essentially smaller than the scatter observed in the plot. Instead, the scatter stems from the
inherent REV of the saturation, which is above the voxel size in the figures. The slice averages are taken above the
REV and capture the snap-off trapping, which is parametrised well in this case by a Land model [12] for a relatively
homogeneous water-wet sample.

In the more heterogeneous core 2 in Figure 6, we see evidence of capillary heterogeneity trapping, i.e. enhanced
trapping above that predicted by snap-off processes in a homogeneous core [100]. The general amount of trapping in
core 2 has been increased over core 1, even though they exhibit very similar pore-size distributions through the majority
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Figure 6: Experimental trapping characteristics at different resolutions. (a), (b) Initial-residual plots for core 1 and 2
respectively, showing trapping measurements at different resolutions with Land parametrisations [12]. (c), (d) Trapping
model predictions at different fractional flows compared to the experimental measurements.

of the core (see Figure 5). The low porosity band in core 2 has raised the initial non-wetting saturation compared to
core 1, through build-up of non-wetting phase behind low entry pressure regions, and has also trapped it at higher
non-wetting saturations following imbibition.

In Figure 6b, the slice average saturations show a similar trend to that at the voxel level, with an increase in the amount
of trapping towards the low porosity section (the mid-red/grey color indicates the location of the points near the low
porosity region). In the consolidated sandstone in this experiment, the enhanced residual non-wetting profile is due to
the heterogeneity of the system and the low flow rate. There are essentially two distinct regions; in the downstream
low porosity region, water preferentially imbibes the small pores/throats, snapping off the non-wetting phase at higher
saturations than in upstream regions. These are parametrised by different trapping characteristics, shown in Figure 6b.
This behaviour does not occur in core 1, even though we see the porosity decrease towards the end of the core; the
variation is much more gradual, resulting in less contrast between pore sizes and hence less preferential snap-off occurs.

This kind of enhanced trapping has been observed in larger scale experiments in heterogeneous media [21, 100, 121],
but here the results are much more explict. Previous experiments rely on bulk, total saturations to calculate the initial-
residual relationships, assuming that all the non-wetting phase at the end of drainage is connected, and it is completely
disconnected at the end of imbibition. We have shown that for heterogeneous media this is not always true, trapping can
play a significant role during drainage, altering the ‘initial‘ saturation. Indeed, using the initial-residual approach based
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on total saturations for the experiments here would over-predict the level of trapping in the core significantly, since
some fluid is already trapping at the end of drainage

Further from the initial-residual analysis, the connected saturations can be tracked throughout the imbibition process at
different fractional flows. Using equation (10), we can calculate the connected non-wetting phase saturation at any
stage of imbibition based on the parametrisation of the initial - residual saturations. Here we use the Land model
parameterisation, but this can be any paramterisation of the initial-residual data, e.g. [75,90]. We compare the predictions
from the Land model to the directly imaged fluid saturations in Figure 6c and d. In core 1, the connected saturation
evolution is well predicted by the Land model for both the fnw = 0.95 and 0.5 flows, showing little scatter around the
identity line. The inherent assumptions in the connected phase evolution are met in the water-wet homogeneous core,
whereby with sufficient initial-residual data the entire mobile evolution can be predicted using the same functional form
applied at different ‘initial’ states.

In core 2, Figure 6d, the model is parametrised with the lower Land coefficient Cl = 0.9. At the first imbibition
fractional flow fnw = 0.95, many of the voxels in the low porosity region are completely disconnected, so the mobile
saturation prediction is very good, however for upstream points the model under-predicts the connected saturation.
Based on the total saturation, the disconnected saturation predicted from the Land trapping model is roughly 5-10%
higher than in seen in the experiments, Figure 4d. The REV scale, high entry pressure region downstream causes a
build-up of non-wetting phase in the upstream region, whilst also increasing the phase connectivity; a mechanism called
local heterogeneity trapping. This is highly prominent at the low water fractional flow where the capillary pressure
is high. In subsequent imbibition fractional flows the connected saturation is again well predicted by the model as
the capillary pressure drops, saturations become more homogeneous and snap-off trapping dominates, with the larger
spread in points for core 2 indicative of the more heterogeneous core.

Analysing the connected saturation at REV scales gives insight into the fundamental mechanisms for fluid displacement
and trapping. Using the simple trapping parametrisation above, the evolution of the connected phase can be predicted and
the relative competition of pore-scale displacement mechanisms considered. It is clear that heterogeneity manifesting
from the spatial variation in pore-size distribution within a core can completely alter the level of trapping, and the
imbibition displacement mechanisms that occur. The temporal evolution of trapping can follow different mechanisms,
which are not generally accounted for in macroscopic, continuum scale modelling.

4.3 Capillary pressure from interfacial curvatures

We now compare the macroscopic capillary pressures during imbibition measured through interfacial curvature
estimation (as described in section 2.2) with similar curvature measurements in a Bentheimer mm-scale core [25] and
porous plate measurements in a macroscopic Bentheimer core from [98]. The results for the subvolumes in core 1 and
2 are shown in Figure 7 against these external measures. The orange solid curve shows the Brooks-Corey model for
the drainage data, with Pe = 3.7kPa, λ = 2.7 and Swirr = 0.08. The orange and blue dashed lines show the prediction
from equations (14) - (17) with a Ps = 1.165kPa, Cl = 1.75 and ε = 0.01, derived from the experimental initial-residual
curves and imbibition Pc curves of [98]. The imbibition curves show good agreement with the experimental data,
capturing both the curvature and endpoint. We note that the scanning curves are also well predicted based on the
bounding curves using simple interpolation methods. We note the cores have similar porosities and permeabilities,
along with similar pore-size distributions (See [46] for the pore-size distribution, comparing to that given here in Figure
5). We have scaled the independent capillary pressure measurements solely with the interfacial tensions to match our
experiment. We choose not to scale with contact angle, since in a strongly water-wet system, the grain roughness
renders the effective contact angle near zero for a large range of intrinsic contact angles (i.e. 0◦ < θ < 60◦ [122])
making its justification in scaling questionable in anything but a capillary tube [123]. One final point to note is that the
drainage MICP data from a sister Bentheimer sample agrees well with the drainage data of [98] (see [25]), but is not
shown here for clarity.

The computed capillary pressures in Figure 7 agree well with the exernal measures, showing excellent agreement with
the primary imbibition curves of [98] and the mm-scale core computated values of [25]. We see different amounts of
snap-off trapping in our system, which alters the residual saturations, but the trend in capillary pressures is remarkably
close. Using the region-of-interest, high resolution scanning, we can effectively measure capillary pressures to constrain
and provide confidence in our continuum scale modelling. Here, hysteresis in capillary pressure is well parametrised
using a model for the disconnected non-wetting phase evolution and the finite, snap-off capillary pressure, as shown in
Figure 7. For subsequent numerical modelling, we use the parameters described above, with the trapping parameters
Cl = 1.3 and 0.9 for cores 1 and 2 respectively to take into account the observed trapping in our experiments.

The error in our capillary pressure measurements can be estimated by considering the error generated through discreti-
sation and segmentation of an idealised surface [25]. In [25], the discretisation error using the surface modification
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Figure 7: Curvature based capillary pressure measurements for two sub volumes in core 1 and core 2, compared to
previous literature measurements on similar Bentheimer cores at the pore and continuum scales.

method mentioned above was roughly 9% using a non-dimensional voxel size of 10 pixels for each feature, and reduced
approximately linearly with increasing numbers of voxels. We estimate the error due to discretisation in our system to
range between 5.06% and 8.48% for the lowest and highest capillary pressures measured respectively, shown graphically
in Figure 7.

In the curvature computation here we use both disconnected and connected non-wetting phases, which have been
shown to exhibit similar curvature distributions in water-wet media [25]. While discrepancies exist between connected
and disconnected phases (since disconnected ganglia retain the local capillary pressure that they had when they were
initially disconnected), over suitably large volumes the overall mean capillary pressure is relatively unaffected by the
inclusion of disconnected phases [25]. The final imbibition points here contain only disconnected non-wetting and are
likely to be slightly above the true residual capillary pressure value. In mixed-wet media, connected and disconnected
non-wetting ganglia can have significantly different capillary pressure characteristics, and inclusion of both phases in
macropscopic estimations can lead to signicantly over-predicted capillary pressure [46].

4.4 Numerical modelling and heterogeneity

Further to the experimental (and analytical model) results, we now look to numerically model the observed displacement
process at the continuum scale in 3D, using the model parametrisation discussed previously. The numerical models are
populated as per the details in section 3.2, and we directly compare the simulated saturations (connected, disconnected)
and upscaled relative permeabilities to those measured experimentally. Due to heterogeneity in the model domain, the
simulation of the would-be observed relative permeability differs from the input, intrinsic relative permeability and its
hysteresis. With the numerical model, we evaluate if we can capture these impacts by comparison with the observed
corefloods in which these impacts were present.

Tabulated experimental and simulated data, along with associated uncertainties are displayed in the Appendix, and will
be used throughout the discussion herein. Throughout, we compare continuum features centred on upscaled voxels and
slices, with sizes based on the REV analysis, the base image dimensions and the allowable scaling to retain an integer
number of upscaled voxels. Voxel sizes are 1.95 × 1.95 × 1.8mm and 1.9 × 1.9 × 1.9mm, and slice thickness’s are
1.8mm and 1.9mm for core 1 and 2 respectively.

Experimental and simulated relative permeabilities are shown in Figure 8. In each of the plots, the intrinsic, rate
independent relative permeabilities used as inputs in the modelling are shown as solid (wetting) and dashed (non-wetting)
lines, with black indicating drainage and orange/blue indicating imbibition with different trapping parameters.

The intrinsic drainage curves for both cores are identical, with krnw(Swirr) = 0.8. The non-wetting phase exponent
n = 4.6 here, which is close to the theoretical scaling for an invasion percolation displacement in 3D [125, 126], i.e.
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Figure 8: Experimental and simulated relative permeabilities. Closed symbols are experimental data, open symbols are
simulations. (a), (b) Drainage relative permeabilities with a linear and logarithmic scale respectively. (c), (d) Imbibition
relative permeabilities with a linear and logarithmic scale respectively. Solid and dashed lines are the intrinsic wetting
and non-wetting relative permeabiltity functions, respectively. Black lines are for drainage, blue and orange lines are
for imbibition with land Cl = 1.3 and Cl = 0.95 respectively. C.R. et. al. 2015 data from [124].
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krnw ∼ S4.8
nw. Indeed, the low fractional flows of non-wetting phase during drainage exhibit invasion percolation

displacement, controlled by the pore-size distribution and the availability of pores/throats, see section 4.2. The wetting
phase exponent is similar to the non-wetting phase at m = 4.4; we note that during thin-film flow the exponent can
be expected to scale as kr,w ∼ S4

w [61], which is observed here at low wetting phase saturations. For imbibition, the
non-wetting relative permeabilities are the same as those during drainage at the corresponding connected phase, which
is modelled through the Land trapping parametrisation as described in section 3.1.2. Here, Cl = 1.3 and 0.9 for the two
cores respectively (see Figure 6). The wetting phase relative permeabilities during imbibition are modelled with the
power law function in equation (6), with m = 3.

The relative permeability experimental error bars arise from the standard deviation in experimental pressure differential,
which is most prominent at low wetting saturations due to the low pressure differential. Saturation error bars represent
the standard deviation in slice average saturation from the whole core average, highlighting heterogeneity at low fnw
and end effects at high fnw. These uncertainties are generally larger than those arising from segmentation, see Figure 4.
In Figure 8 we also display the repeat drainage experimental data in yellow, highlighting the consistency in relative
permeability between measurements.

During drainage, the crossover point Sw > 0.5 indicates a water-wet core. The core averaged relative permeabilities are
well captured by the numerical model, with relative errors < 11%. Core averaged saturations errors are also very low
< 5%. The deviations of both the experiments and simulated data points from the input curve reflect the impacts of
rock heterogeneity. The proximity of the simulation points to the experimental points is a measure of the ability of the
parameterised model to predict these impacts. The same intrinsic relative permeability is used for both cores, but the
distinct spatial heterogeneities manifest in different equivalent relative permeabilities at the largest (core) averaging
scale.

The magnitude of the capillary pressure heterogeneities are relatively low in the samples, with η = σ(Pe)/µ(Pe) =
0.095 and 0.080 for cores 1 and 2 respectively, similar to that reported for Berea cores η ≈ 0.1 [96]. For stronger
heterogeneities, such as that seen in reservoir cores (e.g. a Bunter core with η ≈ 0.17 [21, 22]), or carbonate samples
(e.g. Indiana limestone η = 0.21 [127]) the relative permeability variation can be much lager, with orders of magnitude
variation between different capillary number experiments [21]. The drainage data and intrinsic relative permeabilities
are also consistent with the viscous limit cases from [124], also shown in the plots. The intrinsic, or viscous limit
relative permeability described here is that effectively obtained from a homogeneous fluid distribution without capillary
pressure heterogeneity effects, during connected pathway flow. It is not to be confused with a relative permeability
derived at a high pore-scale capillary number, which may have macroscopic viscous and inertial impacts [63] as well as
significant amounts of pore-scale fluid intermittency [42].

Core length profiles and voxel by voxel comparisons of the simulated and experimental drainage saturations are shown in
Figure 9. In core 1, the heterogeneous, near periodic saturation profile is well captured at both low and high non-wetting
fractional flows. Using the low fractional flow saturation to scale the capillary entry pressure in the core has resulting in
a strong prediction across the fractional flow regime. Without this scaling, even with strong permeability contrasts the
saturation profile would be homogeneous. For core 2, the saturation heterogeneity is somewhat under-predicted, with
significantly more scatter from the identity line on a voxel by voxel basis. In this experiment, the higher differential
pressure renders the displacement closer to the viscous limit, and hence scaling the entry pressure with the non-wetting
saturation is less effective. This is apparent also in the proximity of the equivalent relative permeabilities to the intrinsic
curves in Figure 8. We note that by increasing the variance in the entry pressure field in an iterative manner [22,85,127],
the saturation in the core can be well predicted, but the model potentially becomes less predictive for other flow regimes
to those used in the inversion process. Using multiple fractioanl flows and flow rates in the inversion can improve the
predictive nature of the model [22].

In the experiments, we also observe a significant proportion of disconnected non-wetting phase during drainage,
which is not predicted by the model, even with hysteretic relative permeability and capillary pressure functions. The
displacement occurs in a macroscopic invasion-percolation process in order of entry pressure [128], with all voxels
increasing monotonically in non-wetting saturation once invaded. It is possible that the disconnected non-wetting phase
aids the localised saturation build-up of the connected phase, increasing the saturation heterogeneity in the system,
something that should be considered in future model developments.

The simulated imbibition relative permeabilities are compared to the experimental data in Figure 8c, d. The experimental
data is generally less well predicted than drainage, with average saturation errors ≈10% and relative permeabilty errors
≈20%, although they are as high 30% in some case, see Tables 4 and 5 below. The largest error is in the middle
fractional flow fnw = 0.5 during the core 1 experiment, where the experimental relative permeability and non-wetting
saturation are significantly lower than the model. The experimental pressure differential during this fractional flow is
highly oscillatory with a standard deviation of 23.5% about the mean (see the pressure signal in SI Figure 7). This is
frequently observed and could indicate increased flow dynamics at the pore-scale [45] which could impact the saturation
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Figure 9: Drainage simulation results compared to experimental data. Left hand side - core 1, right hand side - core 2.
(a), (b) Slice average total non-wetting saturation across the core. (c), (d) Voxel level non-wetting saturations. (e), (f)
3D non-wetting saturation rendering for fnw = 0.05 top - experiments, bottom - simulations. Note the cores are shown
horizontally but are orientated vertically in the experiments.
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distribution. Despite the relative error in the simulated and experimental results, we note that they are largely in line
with experimental uncertainties which are larger during the imbibition fractional flows. The numerical model is able to
capture the key characteristics in the relative permeability variation from the intrinsic curves, as well as the variations
from drainage with relatively simple functional parametrisation based on the residual trapping. The imbibition relative
permeability is therefore more ’predictive’ in a sense than drainage, requiring less parametrisation.

As with the drainage relative permeability, we see the impact of capillary pressure heterogeneities in the derivation of
equivalent imbibition functions at the core-scale, which differ from the intrinsic functions. The reduced impacts of
heterogeneity during imbibiton have rendered the equivalent functions closer to the intrinsic, which are well predicted
by the interpolated scanning functions using Killough’s method [92]. We note that in the numerical simulation, the
drainage displacement does not reach the irreducible water saturation due to the low capillary number, meaning that all
subsequent imbibition displacements essentially occur on scanning paths from the primary drainage curve. Using the
primary drainage and imbibition curves as inputs, the numerical model with trapping parametrised by the Land model
does remarkably well at scanning the imbibition displacement.

The raising of the water relative permeability during imbibition is captured in the model using a decrease in the power
law exponent, resulting in a good prediction of the experimental data. In these relatively homogeneous water-wet cores,
this variation in relative permeability is slightly unexpected, since it was anticipated that the water displacement would
be very similar during drainage and imbibition. A raising of water relative permeability implies a move to displacement
in larger pores; a mechanism generally associated with changes in wettability [61]. In the low pressure/temperature
decane - brine system here this however, is unlikely. The slight raising in water relative permeability during imbibition
has been seen in other experimental data (see [20, 94, 95])), and could also be an impact of the heterogeneity in the
system. Hysteresis appears more prominent in core 2, which could be a consequence of the enhanced snap-off trapping
in the low porosity region, which causes the water to displace the non-wetting phase in cooperative pore filling events
upstream. Filling larger pores here would result in enhanced conductivity through the system compared to the thin-film
and corner flow occurring more prominently during drainage. Although water hysteresis is less pronounced in core
1, we note that without hysteretic water relative permeability during imbibition, the simulated pressure differential is
much lower across all fractional flows, and does not capture the experimental data well.

The imbibition saturation profiles along with trapping characteristics for the simulation and experimental data are
shown finally in Figure 10. In Figures 10a, b we observe the impact of hysteresis in multiphase flow; the saturation
heterogeneity in the system has been significantly reduced compared to drainage (see Figure 9a,b above), an impact
primarily due to the capillary pressure hysteresis. The spread in voxel level saturation data is also significantly reduced
in Figures 10c, d, which is well captured by the model. We note that the numerical model here is performing in a
much more predictive manner than during drainage; the function parametrisation relies solely on the drainage data
coupled with final trapping data, which is used with physical arguments to construct the imbibition functions. The
capillary pressure heterogeneity during imbibition is scaled using the same parametrisation, equation (18), as that during
drainage, and is able to reproduce the experimental saturation variation through the core.

The numerical model is also able to reproduce, to some extent, the observed trapping at fnw = 0, shown in Figures 10e,
f. Here, most of the simulated data points fall exactly on the trapping model used for the simulations, i.e. the trapping
occurs primarily through snap-off. However, there are data points with non-wetting saturations higher than that given by
the trapping model, indicating enhanced capillary heterogeneity trapping, as seen in the experiments. Physically, in the
model this occurs when the voxels surrounding a central voxel lose connectivity and the saturation reaches the residual,
but the voxels retain a higher residual capillary pressure (due to the Pe scaling) than the central voxel. The non-wetting
relative permeability in the surrounding voxels is by definition zero. The central voxel non-wetting saturation is still
essentially ‘connected’, i.e. it has non-zero relatively permeability at the continuum scale since it is not at the residual,
but the saturation cannot reduce further due to the higher capillary pressure in the surrounding voxels. The saturation
of the central voxel therefore remains at the same state throughout subsequent imbibition, and is effectively trapped
through local heterogeneity. We note that this mechanism is capillary heterogeneity trapping during imbibition, which
is often incorrectly discussed in terms of the drainage process, whereby localised accumulations of non-wetting phase
build up behind capillary pressure barriers. The process is similar, but here is defined by the connectivity of the system.

Key to modelling this process during imbibition is having a finite, non-zero macroscopic capillary pressure at the residual
non-wetting saturation [89, 99], as shown in Figure 7. This finite capillary pressure is observed experimentally [98], but
is often reduced to zero, or negative values by further reducing the wetting phase pressure relative to the non-wetting
phase. There is generally no further production of non-wetting phase, and the end-point of the capillary pressure curve
can be arbitrarily defined. For water-wet media, the end-point is often defined as Pcei = 0 [96], but this leads to
under-estimation of the amount of heterogeneity trapping in the system. If all points in the core can reduce to a capillary
pressure of zero at the residual, essentially no gradients are observed in the capillary pressure, which inhibits any local
heterogeneity trapping described above. In fact, given enough time, the system will completely reduce to that predicted
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Figure 10: Imbibition simulation results compared to experimental data. (a), (b) Slice average total non-wetting
saturation across the core for core 1 and core 2 respectively. (c), (d) Voxel level non-wetting saturations for core 1 and
core 2 respectively. (e), (f) Voxel level initial-residual characteristics for for core 1 and core 2 respectively. The zoom in
box plots show the slice average trapping results.
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by the snap-off trapping model, which is clearly not the case. The finite value of capillary pressure here can also be
negative for mixed or oil wet systems, and there can produce local heterogeneity trapping is capillary pressure gradients
can be sustained in the system [128].

The voxel and slice average trapping results in Figures 10e,f highlight the REV of the system. At the slice level, there is
a reduced impact of heterogeneity trapping, both in the experiments and simulations, but it is still observable, pushing
the data off the intrinsic trapping curve. In previous reported trapping results, we see a large spread of data for similar
sandstone cores [6], which may be a result of capillary heterogeneity trapping impacting the averaged trapping results.
Distinguishing between the trapping mechanisms will allow the intrinsic, snap-off trapping nature of the core to be
observed, which is what is ultimately modelled using an initial - residual parametrisation.

In the simulations, we see more capillary heterogeneity trapping in core 1, since the heterogeneity variance is larger
in the model compared to core 2. In the experiments, while we see a larger variance in the trapping in core 2, when
considering the two distinct regions, the variance of each region is less than core 1. We model the experiment using
only a single snap-off trapping parameter, to enable us to distinguish between trapping mechanisms, but for core 2 there
may be two distinct snap-off trapping parametrisations for the different regions. From the experiments, it is difficult to
distinguish between the two trapping mechanisms, and to pin down whether there is a fundamentally different level
of snap-off trapping occurring, or if it is enhanced by capillary heterogeneities, since we only view the disconnected
ganglia and cannot tell if they are at the final residual. Using the model we can distinguish between the two mechanisms,
which allows the relative importance to be gauged. Recently [120] reported for a range of sandstone systems that the
level of heterogeneity trapping can be the same order of magnitude as that due to snap-off, however the results were
extrapolated from many different sandstone cores, which would have intrinsic differences in their snap-off trapping
capabilities due to the pore/throat-size distributions; this was not considered.

The simulated results here reveal that boundary conditions during imbibiton are important for the model performance,
but are difficult to estimate from the experiments. It is clear from the experiments that end effects (i.e. tailing of the
non-wetting phase towards the outlet) are reduced, or inverted during imbibition, and proper inclusion of these impacts
in models is crucial. Here, we use the imbibition residual capillary pressure, Pcei, as a constant capillary pressure for
the boundary condition. Since the capillary pressure reduces significantly during imbibition, using a lower boundary
condition is needed, otherwise artifical capillary pressure gradients are created in the core (i.e. if one uses the drainage
entry pressure Pe). Using this condition, we are able to reduce the impact of end-effects compared to drainage, and
correctly capture capillary pressure heterogeneity in the core, but we still somewhat underestimate the saturation at the
outlet. It is also important to note that at low differential pressures, the capillary pressure conditions in the core and the
boundary are important, since they can be of similar magnitudes. Using a high outlet capillary pressure will raise the
whole core capillary pressure in a similar manner to using the drainage capillary pressure during imbibition, generally
resulting in a reduced pressure differential and an over-prediction of the relative permeability.

It is key to model hysteresis in capillary pressure to predict the variation in saturation profiles between drainage and
imbibition and the impact of trapping [89], but this is often neglected in core-scale modelling [120] and in larger
field-scale modelling [129]. In this work, through the combined use of pore-scale imaging and continuum scale
modelling we have demonstrated a multi-scale approach to analyse immiscible displacement in porous media.

5 Conclusions and future outlook

In this work, we combine multi-scale X-ray observations of drainage and imbibition displacements with continuum
numerical models to assess REV for single and multiphase flow properties, the relationship between hysteresis and
non-wetting phase fluid connectivity, and the role of small scale continuum property heterogeneities on the upscaled
manifestation of relative permeability. The analysis was performed using a water wet fluid-rock system, decane and
water, in a homogeneous and a heterogeneous Bentheimer sandstone rock core.

The REV for both porosity and capillary pressure characteristic curves is approximately 2mm for both heterogeneous
and homogeneous samples. In contrast, the REV for saturation exceeds 8mm, the largest scale investigated. This
indicates a situation where a minimum REV for multiphase flow properties is smaller than length scale associated with
continuum property heterogeneity. Capillary pressure characteristics control heterogeneity in the fluid distribution, and
therefore must be accounted for in the interpretation of core-scale observations of relative permeability.

Predictions of fluid connectivity and hysteresis during imbibition using the Land trapping model are validated against
the experimental observations for the homogeneous Bentheimer sandstone. Fluid morphology is increasingly viewed as
essential for a rigorous representation of upscaled flow properties. In this case of a homogenous rock samples, a simple
measure of that morphology, the connectivity, is sufficient to fully parametrise the continuum flow properties across
displacement pathways. In contrast, fluid connectivity is higher than anticipated by the Land model for a given location
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on the relative permeability hysteresis pathway in the heterogeneous rock. This is due to larger scales of non-wetting
phase trapping upstream of capillary barriers. In this case multiple scales of flow phenomena are required to describe
the full core-scale flow across drainage and imbibition pathways. Fluid connectivity corresponding to the pore-scale
trapping phenomena must be combined with information about continuum scale immobilisation behind local capillary
barriers for a full description.

Continuum scale numerical models of the rock cores are largely able to predict the impacts of small scale heterogeneities
on the upscaled saturations and relative permeability. Parameterising these models with properties obtained at the
2mm scale identified by the REV analysis allowed for accurate predictions of fluid distribution and upscaled relative
permeability. This confirms that the both heterogeneity and hysteresis in the capillary pressure characteristics are key
to the upscaled manifestation of relative permeability, even at the cm-scale of the rock cores used in this work. This
suggests that for physics-based modelling of subsurface multiphase flow, a workflow is required which successfully
accounts for the upscaled impacts of these properties.

The experimental dataset presented in this paper, and available for download online, provides an excellent benchmark for
developing and validating continuum scale modelling approaches. Key to future developments of continuum models are
the thorough inclusion of connectivity evolution during both drainage and imbibition (i.e. the roof snap-off mechanism
that can occur during primary drainage), and the incorporation of these effects with REV scale heterogeneities. Further
developments are also needed to incorporate multi-scale REV heterogeneities, such as those occurring in carbonate
rocks [127].

Alongside this, continuum models must also incorporate the impacts of high Ncp flows, that lead to intermittent
fluid connectivity [43, 44] and enhanced ganglion dynamics [45]. While the use of extended Darcy’s law with REV
scale heterogeneities is largely sufficient for capturing the flow regimes presented in this paper, and is sufficient for
many field-scale applications, it is likely that extended models, possibly based on the fundamental thermodynamics
of the system may be needed to capture the full manifestation of immiscible pore-scale physics at the continuum
scale [58, 82]. It is our hope that this work and dataset will serve as a base to advance such endeavours, leading to
predictive, multi-scale continuum models.
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7 Appendices

Experimental saturations and differential pressures, along with uncertainties are displayed in Tables 2 and 3 for core 1
and core 2 respectively. Simulated saturations and relative permeabilities, along with errors are displayed in Tables 4
and 5 for core 1 and core 2 respectively

Table 2: Tabulated core averaged experimental saturations, differential pressures and relative permeabilities for core 1,
along with relative uncertainties.

Fractional flow Snw [-] Snw uncert [%] ∆P [kPa] ∆P uncert [%] krnw [-] krw [-] kr uncert [%]
Dra fnw = 0.05 0.328 22.16 4.359 6.16 0.0058 0.1082 6.60

Dra fnw = 1 0.661 6.08 4.155 5.13 0.1226 0.0000 5.43
Imb fnw = 0.95 0.643 4.44 4.848 6.06 0.0997 0.0051 6.49
Imb fnw = 0.5 0.487 4.22 12.828 19.03 0.0198 0.0193 23.54
Imb fnw = 0 0.362 5.55 3.900 3.92 0.0000 0.1274 4.10
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Table 3: Tabulated core averaged experimental saturations, differential pressures and relative permeabilities for core 2,
along with relative uncertainties.

Fractional flow Snw [-] Snw uncert [%] ∆P [kPa] ∆P uncert [%] krnw [-] krw [-] kr uncert [%]
Dra fnw = 0.05 0.333 15.73 7.197 8.47 0.0075 0.1386 9.25
Dra fnw = 0.5 0.452 6.53 14.857 5.12 0.0362 0.0353 5.39
Dra fnw = 1 0.704 10.48 5.329 5.03 0.2020 0.0000 5.29

Imb fnw = 0.95 0.655 6.97 8.765 10.99 0.1167 0.0060 12.35
Imb fnw = 0.5 0.538 1.85 17.279 5.22 0.0311 0.0304 5.51
Imb fnw = 0 0.469 3.33 11.722 4.65 0.0000 0.0895 4.88

Table 4: Tabulated experimental and simulated core averaged saturations and relative permeabilities for core 1, along
with relative errors.

Fractional
flow

Snw Snw Snw krnw krnw krnw krw krw krw
exp [-] sim [-] rel error [%] exp [-] sim [-] rel error [%] exp [-] sim [-] rel error [%]

Dra fnw = 0.05 0.328 0.327 0.37 0.0058 0.0057 3.21 0.1109 0.1100 0.79
Dra fnw = 1 0.661 0.690 -4.45 0.1226 0.1351 -10.26 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

Imb fnw = 0.95 0.643 0.625 2.85 0.0997 0.0754 24.42 0.0054 0.0040 25.78
Imb fnw = 0.5 0.487 0.532 -9.26 0.0198 0.0259 -30.97 0.0299 0.0258 13.59
Imb fnw = 0 0.362 0.374 -3.35 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.1148 0.1498 -30.49

Table 5: Tabulated experimental and simulated core averaged saturations and relative permeabilities for core 2, along
with relative errors.

Fractional
flow

Snw Snw Snw krnw krnw krww krw krw krw
exp [-] sim [-] rel error [%] exp [-] sim [-] rel error [%] exp [-] sim [-] rel error [%]

Dra fnw = 0.05 0.333 0.326 1.94 0.0075 0.0071 5.11 0.1386 0.1348 2.67
Dra fnw = 0.5 0.452 0.473 -4.66 0.0362 0.0392 -8.31 0.0353 0.0388 -9.83
Dra fnw = 1 0.704 0.725 -3.00 0.2020 0.2212 -9.49 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

Imb fnw = 0.95 0.655 0.642 1.96 0.1167 0.0954 18.26 0.0060 0.0050 16.79
Imb fnw = 0.5 0.538 0.559 -3.89 0.0311 0.0247 20.83 0.0304 0.0243 20.13
Imb fnw = 0 0.469 0.438 6.53 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.0895 0.0961 -7.27
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